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Bridging Troubled Waters

2014-03-14

the territorial dispute over the senkaku diaoyu islands has repeatedly strained sino japanese relations
bridging troubled waters reminds us that the tensions over the senkaku diaoyu islands are only a part of a
long history of both conflict and cooperation in maritime relations between japan and china james manicom
examines the cooperative history between china and japan at sea and explains the conditions under which
two rivals can manage disputes over issues such as territory often correlated with war the author advances
an approach that offers a trade off between the most important stakes in the disputed maritime area with a
view to establishing a stable maritime order in the east china sea

The South China Sea

2016-09

the south china sea has long been a source of conflict and represents a core contemporary security issue in
the indo asia pacific region this book offers an empirical analysis of the global ocean s most contested
maritime territory the south china sea and its agents of contest

Major Law and Policy Issues in the South China Sea

2016-05-13

major law and policy issues in the south china sea are discussed mainly from the perspectives of leading
american and european scholars in the study of the complex south china sea disputes the issues include
regional maritime cooperation and regime building southeast asian countries responses to the chinese
assertiveness china s historic claims maritime boundary delimitation and excessive maritime claims military
activities and the law of the sea freedom of navigation and its impact on the problem the dispute between
vietnam and china confidence building measures and u s taiwan china relations in the south china sea and
taiwan s role in the resolution to the south china sea issues over the past three years there have been
several incidents in the south china sea between the claimants and also between the claimants and non
claimants over fisheries collection of seismic data exploration for oil and gas resources and exercise of
freedom of navigation third party concerns and involvement in the south china sea disputes have been
increasing as manifested in actions taken by the united states india and japan it is therefore important to
examine south china sea disputes from the legal and political perspective and from the view point of
american and european experts who have been studying south china sea issues for many years

Solving Disputes for Regional Cooperation and Development in the
South China Sea

2013-09-30

this book discusses the south china sea dispute from a chinese perspective with regards to history law
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international politics the economy diplomacy and military affairs not only does it detail china s official
position on the sovereignty and maritime disputes in the south china sea but also provides analyses of the
related factors influencing the origin and development of these disputes it further assesses the complexity
internationalisation and long term struggle over the south china sea and china s efforts in dispute resolution
solving disputes for regional cooperation and development aims to help readers better understand a chinese
perspective on the complexity of the south china sea disputes including competition over the sovereignty
of the islets islands regime and its impact on maritime delimitation overlapping maritime claims and how
the adjacent states can cooperate for resource development in the south china sea this title is highly
pertinent in the context of the growing attention paid to potential international conflicts in the south china
sea and covers a wide range of topics including history law international politics economy diplomacy and
military affairs highly pertinent in the context of the growing attention paid to potential international
conflicts in the south china sea covers a wide range of topics including history law international politics
economy diplomacy and military affairs one of the very few books written by a chinese scholar in english
in this area

History of a Voyage to the China Sea

1823

this book should be helpful to decision makers negotiators and academics desirous of a peaceful solution to
these disputes

The China Sea Directory

1884

the routledge handbook of the south china sea presents a comprehensive and in depth analysis of south
china sea issues it evaluates the dynamics of the latest developments and identifies factors that contribute to
dispute settlement and a cooperative management regime of one of the most important seas in the world
one which not only contains rich marine resources and distinctive biodiversity but is also a critical sea route
for global trade and communications the handbook is divided into six parts each representing a focused area
of enquiry history and geostrategic landscape sovereignty and maritime entitlements south china sea
policies of major claimants natural resources and environment cooperation and institutions challenges and
prospects written by world renowned experts and scholars with specialisms from geography to
international law the volume s 25 chapters contribute interdisciplinary perspectives reflecting the impact
of how south china sea policies are shaped by national governments and international organizations as such
the handbook provides an authoritative reference to south china sea studies useful for students and scholars
of international relations history maritime and asian studies

Sharing the Resources of the South China Sea

2021-09-27

the south china sea has long been regarded as one of the most complex and challenging ocean related
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maritime disputes in east asia recently it has become the locus of disputes that have the potential of
escalating into serious international conflicts historical mistrust enduring territorial disputes and competing
maritime claims have combined to weaken an at least partially successful regional security structure issues
of concern include territorial sovereignty disputed claims to islands rocks and reefs jurisdiction over
territorial waters exclusive economic zones and the seabed regional and international rights to use the seas
for military purposes maritime security rapid economic development and environmental degradation the
fear is that increasing competition for energy and other resources will exacerbate conflicts and further fuel
nationalism and sovereignty issues in the region the scs has an integrated ecosystem and is one of the
richest seas in the world in terms of marine flora and fauna coral reefs mangroves sea grass beds fish and
plants national economic security can be easily affected by conflicts occurring in major international trade
routes like the scs or how such an unclear situation might even give rise to environmental challenges in
the future the book creates an understanding as to why this region is important not only to the claimants
but to global powers like the united states and india the book examines current and potential conflicts in the
south china sea and also evaluates how conflicts have been managed to date and suggests as to how they
might be better managed in the future this book concludes with recommendations for improving the
situation in the region by ensuring a strong economic relationships using high resolution observation
satellites and undertaking joint development and resource exploration etc

Routledge Handbook of the South China Sea

2021-06-28

research on the united nations convention on the law of the sea unclos is a valuable addition to
understanding the political situation in the potentially volatile south china sea region this book covers topics
such as baselines historic title and rights due regard and abuse of rights peaceful use of the ocean navigation
regimes marine scientific research intelligence gathering the unclos dispute settlement system and regional
common heritage in search of varying viewpoints the authors in this book come from multiple countries
including the philippines australia ireland mainland china and taiwan the united states and indonesia
singapore uk and germany ongoing events such as the recent waves made by china in the east china sea
and increasing tensions between the south east asian countries over the use of south china sea make this
book especially pertinent

The China Sea Directory

1874

south china sea scs issues are complex and dynamic ranging from historic claims to present day military
occupation from military security to regional stability from rhetorical appeasements to national interests
from intraregional competition to extraregional involvement the submissions made in 2009 by several
southeast asian states to the united nations commission on the limits of the continental shelf clcs respecting
outer limits of extended continental shelves beyond 200 nautical miles in the south china sea resulted in
renewed attention to the maritime disputes over the insular features and the waters of the south china sea
among several claimant states questions have resurfaced about the future of cooperation in the region
furthermore the improvement of cross strait relations between taiwan and china after 2008 has added a
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new element to the evolution of south china sea issues this book describes these recent developments in
depth and provides an examination of possible future developments in the south china sea the articles in
this book were originally published as special sections in ocean development international law

The South China Sea Disputes

2016-12-02

the focus of this book is on current ocean law and policy issues particularly in the region around china the
work will be useful to anyone concerned with law of the sea in general and the evolving attitudes of states
near china in particular

UN Convention on the Law of the Sea and the South China Sea

2016-03-09

the proposed book draws on the on going south china sea dispute and the multifaceted challenges wrought
by the south china sea issue that requires an inter disciplinary perspective it employs legal analytical
methods to emphasize the nuances of the role and interpretation of international law and treaties by china
in different periods while taking into account policy and strategic concerns which generally cast great
sways in decision making the re introduction of interdisciplinary concerns straddling law and history
illustrates that the historical dimension which has long been neglected is an emerging concern that poses
looming dangers that may unexpectedly radicalize the friction contributing to debunking the mystique
wrought by confrontations between a historical and a law dominated perspective these perspectives are
supported by a more nuanced analytical framework featuring theoretical concerns with a tinge of
practicality the south china sea dispute aims to unveil a nuanced evolution of the issue with a confluence of
inter temporal law policy and maritime practices in the south china sea

The South China Sea and Its Islands

2014

this book offers an innovative approach to the analysis of the current crisis in the south china sea moving
beyond the spirit of the un convention on the law of the sea unclos the mechanisms of which are limited to
physical geography it demonstrates how epistemological insights from the field of critical realist philosophy
can reveal the importance of cultural and structural conditioning processes in social interactions processes
which shape the conditions for the emergence of crisis points along a spectrum of conflict and cooperation
the potential for conflict resolution and the emergence of new regions in pacific asia much depends on the
nature of such interactions at many levels political economic semiotic and cultural based on perceptions of
what constitutes the common versus a sinicised version of lebensraum

Maritime Issues in the South China Sea

2013-10-31
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the south china sea scs has emerged as a theatre of political economic and security concerns not only for the
countries in the region but also for the world at large contrary to conventional wisdom the scs issue is not
about contestation over territory or control over resources alone with military facilities including airstrips
and artificial islands or structures being built in the area concerns about freedom of navigation and the right
to innocent passage have also become an overwhelming security issue and made the scs region a flashpoint
which according to many assessments can lead to confrontations including those involving conventional
military means disruption of maritime passage could also hamper trade and commerce with very negative
impacts on the economic development of the region and other countries it is now being held that china
could also be using the scs disputes as part of a consorted effort to deflect geo political pressures on account of
the covid 19 pandemic related cover ups and misinformation this book explores the historical and strategic
context of the south china sea disputes and makes an assessment of the implications of the same for freedom
of navigation and other regimes at sea

The China sea directory. [With]

1873

over the last few decades there has been growing recognition of the importance of a peaceful and stable
south china sea for indo pacific security and development a recognition that has been underlain
paradoxically by the increasingly precarious situation in this body of water that straddles critical shipping
lanes from the indian to the pacific ocean this book informs its readership of the most recent developments
in the south china sea with insightful and prescient analyses from both legal and international relations
perspectives it delves into the policy perspectives and deliberations of the various relevant regional and
extra regional actors in the south china sea dispute the exercise of international law in the context of the
changing regional political landscape and the promise and pitfalls of past current and potential initiatives to
manage and settle the dispute written by some of the most well known scholars and knowledgeable
insiders in the fields south china sea studies the collection offers a wide array of diverse views that should
help enrich the ongoing global discussion on conflict management and resolution in the south china sea

Recent Developments in the Law of the Sea and China

2005-11-29

increasing tensions in the south china sea have propelled the dispute to the top of the asia pacific s security
agenda fuelled by rising nationalism over ownership of disputed atolls growing competition over natural
resources strident assertions of their maritime rights by china and the southeast asian claimants the rapid
modernization of regional armed forces and worsening geopolitical rivalries among the great powers the
south china sea will remain an area of diplomatic wrangling and potential conflict for the foreseeable future
featuring some of the world s leading experts on asian security this volume explores the central drivers of
the dispute and examines the positions and policies of the main actors including china taiwan the southeast
asian claimants america and japan the south china sea dispute navigating diplomatic and strategic tensions
provides readers with the key to understanding how this most complex and contentious dispute is shaping
the regional security environment
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Rethinking South China Sea Disputes

2016-12-08

maritime boundary disputes in the south china have existed for centuries and researchers from a variety of
countries have analysed the situation from a great many points of view yet and despite its status as one of
the major countries in the region chinese perspectives have often been absent from the international
literature this book redresses that balance bringing together scholarship from history and international law
this book provides a lens through which maritime territorial disputes in the south china sea can be
interrogated not only does it detail the historical and jurisprudential evidence that support maritime
boundaries in the south china sea for different stakeholders but it also clarifies some misconceptions related
to china s nine dash lines by referring to the united nations convention on the law of the sea moreover the
book offers in depth discussion and observation on the most recent developments in the south china sea this
book is an essential resource for researchers teachers and students who specialize in southeast asian studies
china maritime studies and the international law of the sea

The South China Sea and Asian Regionalism

2016-01-15

on 22 january 2013 the republic of the philippines instituted arbitral proceedings against the people s
republic of china prc under the united nations convention on the law of the sea unclos with regard to
disputes between the two countries in the south china sea south china sea arbitration on 19 february 2013
the prc formally expressed its opposition to the institution of proceedings making it clear from the outset
that it will not have any part in these arbitral proceedings and that this position will not change it is thus to
be expected that over the next year and a half the tribunal will receive written memorials and hear oral
submissions from the philippines only the chinese position will go unheard however the tribunal is under
an obligation before making its award to satisfy itself not only that it has jurisdiction over the dispute but
also that the claims brought by the philippines are well founded in fact and law unclos annex vii article 9
this book aims to offer a not the chinese perspective on some of the issues to be decided by the tribunal and
thus to assist the tribunal in meeting its obligations under the convention the book does not set out the
official position of the chinese government but is rather to serve as a kind of amicus curiae brief advancing
possible legal arguments on behalf of the absent respondent the book does not deal with the merits of the
disputes between the philippines and the prc but focuses on the questions of jurisdiction admissibility and
other objections which the tribunal will have to decide as a preliminary matter the book will show that
there are insurmountable preliminary objections to the tribunal deciding the case on the merits and that
the tribunal would be well advised to refer the dispute back to the parties in order for them to reach a
negotiated settlement the book brings together scholars of public international law from mainland china
taiwan and europe united by a common interest in the law of the sea and disputes in the south china sea

South China Sea Developments And Implications For Freedom Of
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Navigation

2021-08-18

the south china sea is a major strategic waterway for trade and oil shipments to japan korea as well as
southern china it has been the focus of a maritime dispute which has continued now for over six decades
with competing claims from china vietnam the philippines indonesia and brunei recently china has become
more assertive in pressing its claims harassing vietnamese fishing vessels and seizing reefs in the philippine
claim zone china has insisted that it has indisputable sovereignty over the area and has threatened to
enforce its claim all of this is unsettling and draws in the united states which is concerned about freedom of
navigation in the area the us has been supporting the philippines and has been developing security ties
with vietnam as a check upon china this book examines the conflict potential of the current dispute it
discusses how the main claimants and the united states view the issue and assesses the prospects for a
resolution of the problem

Power, Law, and Maritime Order in the South China Sea

2015-09-04

heightened tensions in the south china sea have raised serious concerns about the dangers of conflict in this
region as a result of unresolved complex territorial disputes this volume offers detailed insights into a range
of country perspectives addressing the historical legal structural regional and multilateral dimensions of
these disputes

South China Sea Dispute

2017-03-09

this seven chapter book examines the background to and consequences of the disputed occupation of
mischief reef in the spratly islands group of the south china sea scs by the people s republic of china prc
from the mid 1990s to the present day although mischief reef has received significant media attention and
has been discussed in academic journal articles and policy research reports no books on the topic have
appeared since a 30 page publication in 1996 by covering the topic in historical domestic political legal
economic strategic and geo political terms this book not only fills a gap on a particularly important issue
with global consequences but also acts as a follow on to a previous palgrave book by this author on another
maritime dispute socotra rock this book will be of interest to journalists scholars and legal theorists
researching the implications of china s rise for maritime disputes in east asia

Contest for the South China Sea

1982

for over eighty years the sbs have sailed into the face of danger responsible for quick strikes reconnaissance
and counter terrorism they are the world s foremost marine special forces unit the sbs risk their lives at sea
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and on land undertaking the most dangerous missions 1995 singapore an sbs team is patrolling the south
china sea their target modern day pirates operating from the nearby coasts but the service soon find
themselves up against a bigger and more dangerous criminal operation than they realised with implications
that could destablise the region

China's Maritime Boundaries in the South China Sea

2020-11-29

this collection of 52 papers presents the state of the art of oceanology of china seas including yellow sea east
china sea and south china sea the papers are published in two volumes comprising six parts volume 1
physical oceanography marine chemistry and marine biology volume 2 marine geology coastal research
and marine physics and technology the purpose of this book is to introduce to the world the most
representative research of chinese oceanographers and provide marine developers with a significant
reference work for marine scientists and developers at oceanographic institutions academia and naval
research establishments it will also be of value to the oil company geologist having an interest in the
exploration of china seas

The China Sea

1831

the south china sea region contains potentially huge deposits of petroleum and natural gas important
shipping lanes and fishing areas and is subject to a number of maritime territorial disputes this edited
volume analyzes the most recent development in the south china sea dispute looking at the positions taken
by china the asean countries and the us in recent years maritime joint development zones have emerged as
an important means to overcome deadlock in relation to maritime jurisdictional claims this book tests the
applicability of joint development regime in this region and explores the prospect of joint development of
resources as a way to successfully manage the conflict in the south china sea eminent scholars in the field of
south china sea studies have contributed original chapters to the volume covering such issues as the legal
framework for joint development how joint development might work in practice the challenges faced by
and the prospects arising from joint development and the way forward for the region

History of the Pirates who Infested the China Sea from 1807-1810

2014-11-01

this collaborative and edited volume explores the geopolitical and geostrategic significance of the south
china sea disputes experts from interdisciplinary fields and knowledge analyze the south china sea s
historical and contemporary strategic significance alongside the dynamics of evolving political powers in
asia overall navigating uncertainty in the south china sea disputes explains why this issue resonates on a
global scale and where it will move from here this book explores a complex conflict challenging democracy
patriotism resources power and the nature of asia s future identity with the increasing demand for natural
resources in the region it is becoming difficult to maintain a balanced and humanistic approach on the global
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stage navigating uncertainty in the south china sea disputes will answer two key questions first why the
south china sea is of vital importance to asia pacific nations second cover the interests of external powers and
explain what international laws apply to the south china sea detailing rules that all parties should follow by
focusing attention on these issues we hope to encourage scholars to expand the range of texts and genres
they are willing to explore in search of nuanced ideas and debates

The South China Sea Arbitration

2014-09-25

the south china sea is arguably one of the world s most dangerous regions with conflicting diplomatic legal
and security claims by major and mid level powers to assess these disputes csis brought together an
international group of experts from australia canada china indonesia japan malaysia the philippines the
united kingdom the united states and vietnam this volume gathers these experts analyses to provide a
diverse and wide ranging set of perspectives on the region and to explore possibilities for future
cooperation

The South China Sea Maritime Dispute

2014-12-09

satellite imagery and geospatial analysis tools offer an unprecedented opportunity to harness new
technologies in order to help resolve boundary disputes the south china sea in focus clarifying the limits of
maritime dispute uses these tools to provide a first and necessary step toward tackling the overlapping
maritime disputes in the south china sea determining which waters are and are not in dispute under
international law the report opens with a set of geographic information system gis based maps that provide
an easily understandable benchmark against which policymakers and academics can judge the claims and
actions of the south china sea claimants more detailed color maps and methodological information follow for
those who want to dig deeper into the claims and the report s conclusions

Territorial Disputes in the South China Sea

2021-09-13

since 1949 and the founding of the people s republic china has been involved in more than one territorial
dispute with its neighbours currently the most unstable and dangerous dispute is the one over the paracel
and spratly islands in the south china sea with their potentially rich and accessible petroleum resources
these islands have become the new arena of conflict for the 1970s and 1980s china having already fought a
war with south vietnam over the paracel islands this book based on a wealth of primary materials in the
chinese language is the first to make a thorough and overall investigation of china s policy towards these
islands it deals with the battle for the paracels the dispute with vietnam the disputes with the philippines
and malaysia and the relationship between the territorial disputes and china s maritime claims in the south
china sea
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Mischief Reef

2022-06-09

this book analyses chinese social constructions of sovereignty in the context of the east china sea conflict it
specifically explores china and taiwan s overlapping cross strait sovereignty claims and their domestic
debates and policies towards the territorial dispute providing an up to date discussion of the east china sea
conflict the book challenges conventional assumptions regarding both beijing s and taipei s adherence to the
classical notion of westphalian sovereignty instead it brings china and taiwan into the constructivist
analytical framework and develops a domestic agency focused approach to demonstrate the social power of
ideas and the centrality of domestic actors in the production of sovereignty offering a comprehensive
examination of chinese taiwanese japanese and us responses at the domestic and international levels the
book studies the sovereignty narratives and the coordination of efforts made by the prc and roc authorities
to counter japan s territorial claims in the east china sea featuring extensive analysis of the conceptual
approaches to understanding chinese sovereignty chinese constructions of sovereignty and the east china
sea conflict will be useful for students and scholars of chinese and asian politics as well as international
relations and security studies

Marine G SBS: China Seas

2012-12-06

from the late 1990s up to until recently china s approach to southeast asia and various territorial and
maritime disputes was to engage in good neighbour policy and bilateral negotiations in the recent years
however beijing s actions have somewhat departed from this broadly benign approach for china energy
security and maritime development are the main considerations

Oceanology of China Seas

2014-05-30

this book assesses the sino japanese strategic competition in the context of the south china sea scs territorial
disputes the south china sea territorial disputes are quickly becoming the most significant security problem
in east and southeast asia two major powers china and japan have interests in the region and are pursuing
different strategies that can significantly impact the outcome of the disputes utilizing securitization theory
this study evaluates the sino japanese strategic competition through political narratives that galvanize the
military and economic policies that are transforming the region it highlights how these narratives so
closely bounded to the political legitimacy of current governments and supported by provocative policies
have resulted in a co constitutive pattern of enmity and securitization thus making it increasingly difficult
to resolve the disputes

Recent Developments in the South China Sea Dispute

2020-11-06
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the situation in the south china sea with regard to territorial disputes remains unsettled despite the hagues
permanent court of arbitration unanimous ruling in favor of the philippines and against chinas historic
rights to the south china sea this collection of academic essays examines many interpretations of
international law on the legal status of the contested islands and rocks whats clear to all is that the failure to
uphold international law and norms harms all claimants interests in the contested sea

Navigating Uncertainty In The South China Sea Disputes:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives

2014-10-08

Perspectives on the South China Sea

2013-07-26

The South China Sea in Focus

2003-09-02

China's Policy Towards Territorial Disputes

2019-08-21

Chinese Constructions of Sovereignty and the East China Sea Conflict

2014

The South China Sea and China-ASEAN Relations

2019-03-21

China’s Military Modernization, Japan’s Normalization and the South
China Sea Territorial Disputes

2017-04-17
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Islands and Rocks in the South China Sea

1786

Memoir of a Chart of the China Sea
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